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masks, hats and costumes and jousting with plastic swords.
One evening we all wore our masks to dinner; Mr. Green
dressed as an alternative Devil, but Miss Ashley stole the
show with her beautifully eccentric mask that sprouted a
good 30cm above her hair-it was big!
On Saturday we participated further in the crazy antics of
the 'Carnivale' by performing our own masked plays,
gathering huge crowds and one American dollar!

Venice and Florence Art
and Theatre Studies
Trip 2000
At 6 o'clock in the morning Year 12 and 13, along with
five teachers, assembled outside school. After piling onto
the coach, we drove 20 yards and turned around. WE
WERE ON THE WRONG COACH" In the end we
made itto Gatwick and arrived in Venice four hours later.
We took a water taxi to our hotels along the Grand Canal
and were all in awe at the sights before us. In typical
school trip style, the rooms at one hotel were over booked,
however doubling up with friends lust made it more fun.
Our first time Venetian experience was very strange. The
sight of parades of people dressed in 1 7th century costume
from head to foot, including elaborate masks was weird
yet fantastical. After the initial shock, everyone got involved
in the action wearing their own

The shopping in Venice was excellent, if rather pricey for
our range. The delights of the Florence markets awaited
us also before we left. There were many amazing works of
art to be seen, ranging from renaissance at the Academia
to surrealist sculpture at the Guggenheim. On Monday
we left for Ravenna with promises of astonishing mosaics
and octopus pizza. We arrived to be met with our National
Anthem played by the Italian volley ball team. We were
dumbfounded by the mosaics and entirely let down by the
octopus pizza. (Mr. Green lied about it-it doesn't exist!!)
We arrived in Florence that afternoon but instead of going
straight to the hotel, we stopped off ,at a car park where
you could see a true tourist view of the whole city. It was at
this point that Miss Ashley, whilst staring at a statue of a
naked man fell over and twisted her ankle. Unfortunately,
this meant that for the rest of the trip she couldn't partake
in her favourite activity-shopping. This was a terrible shame
because the shopping in Florence was excellent. There
were markets selling clothes, leather products, pottery and
all sorts of jewellery (just to name a few things) and loads
of shops full of all sorts of interesting garments.
We had a group visit to the Uffizi on the first full day in
Florence. By the time we made it up to the works of art,
we were all about to collapse. There were far too many
stairs, however, this was nothing compared to the millions
of spiral stairs up to the top of the Duomo. Luckily it was
worth the effort as the view of Florence from that height
was breathtaking.
We all explored different parts of the city (Abi and Jo
ventured further than others!) and everyone thoroughly
enjoyed themselves. We left on Thursday morning and
made it back to Ealing in the evening, without getting on
the wrong coach!
Everyone had an excellent time and are very grateful to
Miss. Ashley, Miss. Hilne, Mrs Strange, Mr. Green and
Mrs. Hurd for everything they have done.
Laura Webster and Anna McHugh Yr 12
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The Caucasian Chalk
Circle
When Olivia Hallinan's Grusha is left holding the baby
after the revolution starts, her odyssey takes her through
a steady transformation from protector to mother, and
culminates in Azdak's court as she takes on the baby's
mother and Pippa Evans' quirky judge at the same time
to contest her maternal right. Brecht's folktale of
justification and justice in a confusing (and topical)
world is brought to life in Mr. Green's and Ms. Hilne's
co-production, with Olivia Hallinan supplying a
convincing range of resolute determination, honesty,
courage and real tears.
Azdak, in a parallel to Clint Easfwood's many menwith-no-names, deals from on high in the illicit (though
less lethal) justice appropriate to the lawless times he
inhabits. Pippa Evans's characterisation effectively
displays his muddled actions and clear vision through a
pastiche of earthy arrogance and pseudo-innocent
buffoonery. The epic ballad of Grusha is conveyed
throughout by an ominous Yasmin Samir-Shakir, part
magician, part ghost.
All is shrouded in lighting that veers from spotlit cameos
to eerie greens, shading effective but minimal stage
furniture, often human-based. The river that separates
Grusha from Simon flows magically from the actors'
hands, and the bridge that conveys Grusha to the
Northern Mountains is an engineering feat—an organic
and suitably untrustworthy structure that needs to be
overcome, rather than merely crossed. A soundtrack of
strange and mournful music runs behind the story, and
at times, emerges and takes part in the action.
This depiction of Brecht's Caucasian world is involving,
enjoyable and compulsive. It is a long play, and a long
journey for Grusha, but not, thanks to its inventive
staging and talented acting, a long haul for the
audience.
Paul Harrison

The Caucasian Chalk
Circle
Where to start? I honestly can't think where to start. We
worked on The Caucasian Chalk Circle for about two
months in total and not a moment of it was exactly what
you'd call uneventful. There were, as always, the good
times, the bad times and the downright unbearable times
(which were, thankfully, few and far between). It just so
happened that this was a particularly hard play to tackle.
With gazillions of parts to play, and a cast of only thirty
(usually considered large), most people had at least two
or three roles to get their teeth into. Almost everyone was
in every scene, so people had to attend more rehearsals
than usual. At first it felt really tedious and the team spirit
was lacking to say the least. Itwas quite a touch n'go kind
of situation because of the nature of the play. The fact that
there wasn't the same sense of security that we might have
had with a less challenging script, meant that we could
only wait and see what the outcome would be. It was down
to us all, the cast and crew, to get the play on its feet, and
we knew it wasn't going to be easy. The first half of term
came and went. With strict instructions to be off the book
by the time we came back in the second week of the holidays (and for the set to be built in the first week), both cast
and crew had to eat, breathe and sleep theatre while all
-
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you guys lazed about and watched tele! A couple of days
into the holiday rehearsals, the sand arrived. It's great to
see that most of us hadn't grown out of our hopelesslyexcited-at-the-sight-of-sand phase and as you might expect, from then on we spent a considerable amount of
time sweeping up whatever mess we made (or rather
Morgen spent a considerable amount of time sweeping
up whatever mess we made). Pippa's new teeth were also
a source of great amusement, especially because she
seemed have a bizarre attachment to them by the end of
the week. So much so that when Mr. Green told her to
take them out, she totally forgot her lines, only to remember them the moment she put them back in. Now that's
what I call really getting into character! Babylon Pizzas
probably became our biggest fans, when we rang them
up and placed an order worth £54 (we were hungry,
OK)! The poor pizza man had to come by car 'cos there
was so much to bring.
The costumes arrived late in the half-term, lust in time to
cheer people up and momentarily take their mind off the
fact that we only had a week of rehearsal time left and
things were looking grim. The Ironshirts' costumes were
all about ten sizes too big for then, so instead of looking
masculine and menacing, they actually looked quite cuddly! Respect goes out to them though, for the amount
they had to put up with. Their Darth Maul-esque makeup took ages to do, and even longer to undo (which
would account for the fact that many of them were wandering around school with red ears and hairlines that
week). And to top that, for the performances they had to
wear stockings on their heads, which kinda slowly
squeezed all the blood out. An optimist might say that it
was worth it 'cos it helped them pull scary faces on stage,
I say it's lust plain torture. Me and pain, we don't get on.
At the roughest of times, the musicians cheered us up,
and really helped set the atmosphere throughout the play.
This was not surprising, because of (a) the talent they all
possess, (b) the ridiculous amounts of money that went
into buying the instruments, and (c) - there is no c, I just
Re things to come in threes. But seriously, because we
were doing the play in the round and with no set whatsoever, the sound and light were essential (so 'cheers' to
those involved). All managed to run smoothly in the end
(except my microphone which decided to find a different
reason not to work each evening), though not without a
fair bit of panicking. The fairy lights that were used to
represent the starry-sky sang Christmas tunes when we
got them. Mr. Green managed to cut the box out, shouting, "Who do man? who do man?" in his best DeNiro
voice. Well, you had to be there.
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The actual performances went, we thought, surprisingly
well. Pippa's adlibs had left everyone in hysterics, though
some of the ones that had emerged during rehearsals she
obviously thought the public were not worthy of hearing!
Arda's warming up exercises were an absolute classic
(good old Arda), but the less energetic of us opted just to
watch, whilst Miss. Hilne's miracle-working massages got
us relaxed, focussed and ready to go. Having said that, I
want to give special thanks to Mr. Green and Miss. Hilne,
for simply putting up with us all. It can't have been easy. I
would also like to thank MacDonalds for almost ruining
our last night by giving poor Sade food poisoning (if you
can call it food). Don't eat MacDonalds, girls, it's bad for
you. Oh yeah, and don't smoke or take drugs or attempt
to fly or join the Mafia or anything, so that you can come
and watch next year's play - whatever that may be.
Yasmin Samir-Shakir Yrl 2
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As You Like It
On 1211 January 2000, the National Theatre came to do
a workshop and a performance of Shakespeare's 'As You
Like It' for the year 10-13 drama students. They did a
range of exercises with us to warm us up, starting with
clapping and walking around like models and spice girls,
moving on to taking ten stages to become ugly or sad
(depending on your group)!
Then, to get us more familiar with the text, we were divided into groups of about six, led by a member of the
workshop team. We had to make up a story involving a
letter, a forest and a disguise-all the components of the
play; we howeverfailedto realise it till later. Our group's
story involved Spiderman and a fancy dress party while
another group's (which was acted out) involved sailors
and a mass orgy!?! We then did some short sketches based
on the words of the character(s) of our group leader. The
workshop ended with the actors posing like statues and
we having to name them. The workshop was great fun
and a good experience.
After lunch we were treated to a performance of the play
and as we were the first school the group had come to,
they asked for feedback. It was a very good performance
and overall an enjoyable day. (We apologise for the lack
of humour in this article, but wit is not our forte!)
Thanks to Miss. Hilne and Mr. Green for arranging the
day.
Arda Eghiayan, Frances Wadsworth-Jones, Kate
Wilkinson Yr 11

Twelfth Night
As Twelfth Night finished, spectators walked away forgetting
that what they had watched was Shakespearean. It could
have easily been mistaken for a 1 920's Laurel and Hardy
style comedy. It involved great musical numbers, fabulous
costumes which were some of the best seen in this school
so for. The audience was left in stitches at the two
Festes,played by Sarah Jarvis and Sara Kabiri, while they
were moved by the romantic scenes. There was an
atmosphere of music, magic and mayhem which the
weather did not wash away. A great thank you to the sixth
formers, crew, and musicians who worked so hard, also
to the cast who made it so enjoyable to watch. Last but
certainly not least, thank you to Miss Hilne. This was her
first and unfortunately her last production; however this
superb show will forever be imprinted into the school's
memory.
Lizzie Wolstencroft and Alma Eagle Yr 12
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The littlest of good deeds is better than the greatest of
intentions.

Jay Green
Let's begin with Jay Green the Renaissance Man:
footballer, Thespian, musician, writer, entrepreneur and,
of course, teacher. No wonder he has given so much to
the school since his arrival in September'93.
Jay has elevated school drama through his vision and
expertise. His formation of a Drama Committee was a
masterstroke, enabling students to show initiative and skills
in every aspect of the theatre. In all of his productions,
from " Wind in the Willows" to "The Caucasian Chalk
Circle", he inculcated an aspiration towards
professionalism.
Jay's introduction of Drama at GCSE and expansion of
Theatre Studies at Level enriched the school's curriculum
and offered students another channel for their creativity.
With his inspirational teaching, Theatre Studies quickly
became a highly popular subject. He also brought relish
and flair to his teaching of English Literature A Level,
motivating students to produce some truly outstanding
work.
We shall miss Jay enormously. When his wife, Jackie,
died so tragically young, the support of Jay's colleagues,
students, ex-students and even their parents was testament
to the affection and esteem in which he has been held
throughout his time with us. We wish Jay, and his
daughters Georgia and Stella, every happiness in the
future.
By Stephen Dace

Astrid Hilne
A huge thank-you to Astrid Hilne for her contribution to
the Drama Department this last year. She has been an
asset to the department and has given to it her great knowledge and experience from the theatre world. Her vibrancy
and innovative ideas will be greatly missed.
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Crabbing
I saw you down at the jetty yesterday;
from here you could have been the boy I was,
competing to fill your bucket the highest with crabs,
enjoying the slap and tickle of lapping coolth, loving
the knack
of all that stuff with the hambone,
letting out the string so the fat and flesh
could tease with tendrils the crabs from their barnacled
nooks.
And when you felt that hint of pinch and tug
so set were you on not releasing the prize
you would have thought your mother's life depended
on it.
But the cap was to protect your bald scalp from
sunburn;
and the children gathered round your thickened girth;
your shorts, with pressed cuffs, were fashionably long.
(Remember Ginger who played cricket with us at
Dymchurch
and Dad said you couldn't tell
if his were short longs or long shorts?)
Well, beginners luck and your bucket crammed with
crabs
who'd given up busting a gut to get out,
you tipped them on the shingle and off they went
like the clappers, while the children gave them names,
picked their winners, egged them on when, stunned by
freedom,
they stood stock still or raced off sideways

A Poem about
Chaucer's "The Merchants Tale"
This Januarie was a worthy knight,
A man so full of wit and sight.
He loved his beautiful wife "fresshe" May,
Their lives were both blissful and gay.
He found her in a market place,
Was charmed by all her wit and grace.
She came into his lonely life,
A blissful treat, a faithful wife.
In yonder garden, full of flowers,
The pair spent many pleasant hours.
But when true May was in need of care,
Handy Damyan was sure to be there.
Yet Januarie wooed her every night,
As best as any bold man might.
And May was thus satisfied,
She never cheated, nor she lied.
Her beauty grace and character,
Meant she was never one to err.
Thus Januarie got his bargain fair,
With May expectant of an heir.
And being watched by all the gods,
They made it, against all the odds!
Roodobeh Ajdani Yr 13

as time tends to do.
Mr Dace (recently published)

Ode to Topsy
o Topsy, hairy mountain of unfashionable hue,
You leap across high fences like a piebald kangaroo.
Your ancestors were Shires, bearing knights into the fray,
But you trot round the manege or the deer park every
day.
Your forebears tilled and ploughed the land, and pulled
the loaded wain,
While you treat nervous riders like a crate of porcelain.
o Topsy, stubborn Great horse, of calm and gentle
mien,
I hope you spend your final days in fragrant pastures
green.

Kirsly Murdoch 7E
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Ms Bailey (A keen horse rider)

